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Farmington High School 
School Development Plan 

2014-2015 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Farmington High School’s School Development Plan has been prepared by the school’s 
administration and department leaders in conjunction with the high school students and staff.  
It provides a clear statement of our collective goals for the 2014-2015 school year as we work 
together to ensure that all of our students graduate from Farmington High School college and 
career ready.  We have incorporated the district’s Framework for Teaching and Learning and 
the Board of Education’s Five-Year Goals for 2010-15 as a way to improve our own practice 
and to help students achieve the standards described in the Vision of the Farmington Public 
Schools’ Graduate.  This plan was developed following a review and analysis of student and 
school data, and it will guide our planning and implementation of school-based professional 
development, and our review of curriculum aligned to the Common Core State Standards and 
instructional priorities for 2014-15. 
 
This school year the Farmington High School community will focus its professional energies on 
these two areas:  
 

 
 FHS Vision of the Graduate:  All students will acquire an understanding of the 
essential knowledge and skills in the core academic disciplines* and develop 
the thinking and learning skills necessary to meet the challenges of local, 
national and global citizenship in a rapidly changing world.   

 

 

 
Framework for Teaching and Learning Principle #3: Meaningful 
Knowledge: Students learn best when they see the content as meaningful and 

organized around big ideas and questions and can transfer learning to new contexts. 

 
 
 
 
 
* Farmington’s core academic content areas include English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, 
Social Studies, World Language, Health, Physical Education, Wellness and Music, Fine and Applied Arts. 
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Farmington High School 
 

Mission Statement 
 

Farmington High School graduates will acquire an understanding of the 
essential knowledge and skills in the core academic disciplines and develop 
the thinking and learning skills necessary to meet the challenges of local, 
national and global citizenship in a rapidly changing world. 

 

Academic Expectations: 
All students will demonstrate mastery of cross-curricular and academic 
standards, exhibiting the knowledge, skills and habits of mind necessary for 
college and career readiness. 
 
 
 

Social Expectations: 
All students will communicate and collaborate effectively with others, 
demonstrating the dispositions needed for productive, ethical and 
responsible citizenship. 
 
 
 

Civic Expectations: 

All students will engage in experiences that promote the common good and 
reflect their ability to be a contributing global citizen. 
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FARMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

“Vision of the FPS Graduate” 

 

Farmington Graduates:  

Reaching Global Standards of Achievement,  

Leadership, and Citizenship 

Farmington Public Schools’ Graduates will acquire an understanding 

of the essential knowledge and skills in the core academic disciplines and 

develop the thinking and learning skills necessary to meet the challenges of 

local, national and global citizenship in a rapidly changing world. 

 

Critical Thinking and Reasoning:  Students access, interpret, analyze, and 

evaluate ideas and information, draw evidence-based conclusions, synthesize 

new learning with prior knowledge and reflect critically on learning.    

 

Collaboration and Communication: Students participate effectively in a 

variety of teams, actively listen and respond to the ideas of others, share 

responsibility for outcomes, articulate ideas clearly in multiple formats and use 

technology tools to enhance communication. 

 

Problem Solving and Innovation: Students recognize problems, analyze data, 

ask questions, utilize a variety of resources, think flexibly, make connections and 

seek practical, innovative and entrepreneurial solutions. 

 

Self-Direction and Resourcefulness:  Students explore interests, take 
      initiative, set learning goals, demonstrate persistent effort, adapt to   
      change.  
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      Core Beliefs 

 
The Farmington Public Schools are committed to core beliefs that guide our work. These 

beliefs frame our goals, program development, and support systems. These beliefs focus 

instruction, curriculum, and assessment to ensure that all students achieve at high levels. 

Farmington communicates its rigorous expectations through its programs and core content 

standards. 
 

Expectations Matter: Teachers maintain high expectations for all students through continual 

encouragement, specific and timely feedback, tenacity in providing targeted support, and through 

communicating that all students have the capacity to meet district standards. We believe that 

maintaining high expectations leads to higher levels of student achievement.  

 

Effort matters. Students in the Farmington Public Schools succeed at high levels through their 

own efforts and the collective efforts of their parents, educators, and the community. It is through 

students’ own hard work and dedication to the pursuit of excellence that they will succeed. We 

believe that increasing effort leads to higher levels of student achievement. 

 

Instruction matters. Teachers refine their teaching craft through ongoing study and action 

research, observation of instruction, and collaboration with colleagues. Teachers are actively 

engaged and committed to applying proven instructional strategies to reach every student. All 

educators demonstrate their commitment to instructional and curricular development for the 

classroom, team, school, and district through their leadership in improvement efforts. We believe 

that improving instruction leads to higher levels of student achievement.  
 

Relationships matter. All staff members create and maintain an environment that promotes 

respect, trust, and understanding, and fosters communication and problem-solving. We nurture 

the whole child and ensure that each student receives a new opportunity every day to perform at 

his/her best. We believe that developing caring and supportive relationships between and among 

educators, students, and parents leads to higher levels of student achievement.  
 

Results matter. Administrators, teachers, and students measure progress toward meeting and 

exceeding defined standards and goals. Through the ongoing and collaborative analysis of 

student work and data, we hold students and each other accountable for continuous 

improvement.   We believe that sharing and using results to inform our decisions about 

instruction, resources, curriculum, and program development leads to higher levels of student 

achievement.  
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FARMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS  

BOARD OF EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY 

The Farmington Public Schools believe that all students are capable of acquiring the knowledge, 

skills and dispositions needed for productive, ethical and responsible citizenship in an evolving 

world community.  As an innovative learning organization, the Farmington school district is 

deeply committed to continuous improvement.   Thus, collaborative interactions among students, 

educators, parents, and families emphasize the importance of clear expectations, rigorous 

standards-led curriculum, inspired instruction, personal effort and engaged relationships leading 

to high levels of achievement for all learners.  

 

The MISSION of the FARMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

The mission of the Farmington Public Schools is to enable all students to achieve 

academic and personal excellence, exhibit persistent effort and live as resourceful, 

inquiring and contributing global citizens.  

SCHOOL DISTRICT FIVE-YEAR GOALS 2010-2015 

1.  All students will demonstrate performance standards in critical thinking and reasoning 

and meet rigorous core academic content* standards by accessing, interpreting, 

analyzing, and evaluating ideas and information, drawing evidence-based conclusions, 

synthesizing new learning with prior knowledge and reflecting critically on learning.    

2.  All students will demonstrate performance standards in collaboration and 

communication and meet rigorous core academic content* standards by participating 

effectively in a variety of teams, actively listening and responding to the ideas of others, 

sharing responsibility for outcomes, articulating ideas clearly in multiple formats and 

using technology tools to enhance communication. 

3.  All students will demonstrate performance standards in problem solving and innovation 

and meet rigorous core academic content* standards by recognizing problems, analyzing 

data, asking questions, utilizing a variety of resources, thinking flexibly, making 

connections and seeking practical, innovative, and entrepreneurial solutions. 

4.  All students will demonstrate performance standards in self-direction and 

resourcefulness and meet rigorous core academic content* standards by exploring 

interests, taking initiative, setting learning goals, demonstrating persistent effort, adapting 

to change with resiliency and exhibiting ethical leadership and responsible citizenship. 

*Farmington’s Core Academic Content Areas include English/Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, World 

Language, Health, Physical Education, Wellness and Music, Fine and Applied Arts.  
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FARMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

 CORE ACADEMIC CONTENT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS  

2010-2015:  

1. All students will meet established English / language arts performance standards by 

demonstrating the skills to read, understand, interpret, discuss and critique diverse texts and to 

communicate effectively through independent and collaborative writing for a wide variety of 

purposes and audiences.  They will take initiative to explore interests and respond to problems 

through research and use their literacy skills to exercise leadership and responsible citizenship.   

2. All students will meet established mathematics performance standards by demonstrating 

problem solving and reasoning skills that advance understanding and application of essential 

mathematical concepts.  They will make mathematical connections to their lives and use a variety 

of tools and representations to effectively communicate mathematical thinking. 

3. All students will meet established science performance standards by demonstrating the 

critical thinking, technology and inquiry skills in life, physical and earth sciences.  They will 

examine natural phenomena, pose and evaluate arguments based on evidence, explore interests and 

make decisions about contemporary issues in science. 

4. All students will meet established social studies performance standards by demonstrating 

critical thinking, reasoning and research skills applied to the study of history, geography, culture, 

and political and economic systems in order to make informed decisions, pose innovative solutions, 

and meet the challenges of participatory citizenship in an increasingly pluralistic society and 

interdependent world. 

5. All students will meet established world language performance standards by demonstrating 

the linguistic and cultural skills needed to communicate, collaborate and connect with people of 

different experiences and perspectives from around the world.   

6. All students will meet established health, physical education, and wellness performance 

standards by demonstrating self-direction and resourcefulness in setting goals, solving problems 

and seeking feedback to develop and maintain a personal plan for life-long wellness.    

7. All students will meet established music, fine and applied arts performance standards by 

demonstrating an understanding of the problem solving and communication processes of creating, 

performing and responding.  They will acquire an understanding of classical and contemporary arts 

and their impact in diverse cultures.  
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District Theory of Action  
2014 - 2015 

 

Leveraging Social Capital 
 

IF we cultivate the concept of “social capital” as a means to instructional 

innovation,  
THEN increasing numbers of teachers and students will exhibit a sense of 
ownership for enacting Farmington's Vision of the Graduate outcomes.  
 

 
 

We – students, teachers and administrators - will regularly engage in collaborative 

school and classroom visits to examine evidence of the Farmington Teaching 
Standards aligned to the FTL. 
 
We will build capacity to engage in reflective dialogue about teaching and learning. 
 
We will engage teachers in designing their own professional learning experiences 
thereby developing a culture of risk-taking, trust and ownership for improvement. 
 
We will cultivate new and engaging ways to use technology to create equitable access 
to learning and a more personalized curriculum.  
 
We will showcase, share and celebrate exemplary practice across the district. 

 
 
 

Evidence: 
EEPD data - do we see improved evidence of the FTL principles? 
DLC Rounds Feedback Loops - is this practice informing the school's next level of 
work? 
Team observations - are teams using the Teamwork Toolkit rubric to advance their 
practice? 
PD Plans - do they reflect teacher input, active engagement and risk-taking? 

Instructional Innovation – is there evidence of technology as a tool for personalizing 

learning in classrooms? 

Achievement – do we have concrete evidence of the skills and dispositions in the Vision 

of the Graduate that we can monitor for improvement?  
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Elevating the Role of the Student 
 
IF we provide meaningful opportunities for students to design and shape 
their own learning experiences,  
THEN students will become increasingly self-directed, independent, and 
resourceful. 
 

 
 
We will read and discuss the concepts and practices included in the text Leaders of 
Their Own Learning and use this knowledge to influence School Development Plans. 
 
We will strengthen student-engaged assessment practices at all levels. 
 
We will invite students into the instructional rounds process and use their insights to 
shape the next level of work.  
 
We will solicit student feedback through surveys, focus groups, and conversations to 
calibrate progress toward goals. 
 
We will build DLC understanding of student agency in the learning process through 
case studies, readings, and inquiry.  
 
We will seek and analyze powerful models of school culture that drive student 
ownership and enactment of self-directed learning. 
 
We will expand opportunities for students to showcase and exhibit their work for peer 
and public audiences. 
 
We will investigate and develop a range of opportunities for students to customize their 
learning pathway.  
 

Evidence: 

Rounds – are we including the student voice in our instructional rounds work?  

Exhibitions - is there evidence of student work publicly displayed? Are community 
members attending events that highlight student work products and presentations? 
DLC Agendas - are we engaged in case studies, role plays, simulations, inquiry, school 
visits, readings focused on transforming the role of the student? 
Student Feedback - are students expressing greater engagement in learning tasks and 
opportunities? Are students exhibiting greater self-direction?  
Learning Pathways – Are students participating in non-traditional learning experiences 
that are customized to their needs and interests? 
Assessment Practices – Are students engaged in self-assessment, progress monitoring 
and goal setting? 
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Transparency of Leadership 
 
IF we communicate persistently with all stakeholders and make leadership 
actions transparent, 
THEN we will create a coherent vision of the improvement process that is 
well understood and embraced by all stakeholders.  
 
 
 
We will invite stakeholder engagement in the improvement process through a variety 
of regular opportunities for dialogue. 
 
We will develop coherent messages that help all faculty members develop a shared 
commitment to the FPS mission. 
 
We will reach out to parents and the community through multi-media 
communications to provide ongoing updated information about the CCSS, District Goals 
and the Vision of the Graduate. 
 
We will develop materials and resources that communicate the mission, vision and 
student learning opportunities that make the FPS a high performing school system. 
 
We will develop recruiting, hiring, and induction materials and processes to tightly 
align with and promote the mission, vision and goals of the district. 
 
We will engage students in communicating with the community about their goals for 
college, career and citizenship. 
 
 
 
 

Evidence: 
Communication - are we maximizing stakeholder engagement? 
Showcase on Schools - is the website updated and visited frequently? 
DLC "Promising Practices" - are we giving and receiving feedback on leadership 
actions? 
Convocation, Faculty meetings, District PD - are we modeling best practice? 
Website - is information on CCSS, district goals, and SDP's readily accessible and 
engaging to the reader? 

Human Resources – are all materials and processes reflective of district goals? Are we 

inducting new faculty into the “why, what and how” of systemic improvement? 
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Systems Thinking and Evidence-based Improvement 
 
IF we think systemically and make decisions grounded in evidence and 
data,  
THEN we will accelerate mission-driven improvement processes and 
student achievement. 
 

 
 
 
We will strengthen the capacity of teams to establish challenging learning targets, 
examine student work and adjust instruction responsively. 
 
We will continue to strengthen district, school and department-based common 
assessment and data analysis cycles with a focus on results that matter for our 
lowest performing subgroups. 
  
We will develop new metrics of accomplishment aligned to the Vision of the Graduate 
and include them in Results and Outcomes at the school and district level. 
 
We will develop positive school climate plans and measure the impact of these plans 
through behavioral and attitudinal data. 
 
We will continue to develop and strengthen SRBI structures and practices and 
monitor intervention data for evidence of effectiveness. 
 
We will use data more routinely at DLC and Pathways meetings and model the Data 
Wise Improvement process through case studies and other data analysis protocols. 
 
 
 
 

 
Evidence:    
Assessment and Data Discussion Calendars - have all schools / depts. created them? 
Vertical Teams - is every team working to develop meaningful and challenging 
assessments? 
Are we developing a Mastery-based mindset about student learning? 
Do we have clear benchmarks of college and career readiness? 
School Climate Plans - what does survey data and discipline data tell us? 
SRBI Action Plan - are we realizing full implementation of the components of the 
model? does intervention data indicate effectiveness?  
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Teaching & Learning Priority Goals for 2014-15 
 

Our Teaching and Learning Priority goals will support the implementation of the Design Team 
Recommendations to support performance-based graduation standards and engagement-focused 
teaching and learning.  Through continued efforts to improve the academic performance of all 
Farmington High School students and to support them in achieving the skills articulated in the 
Vision of the Graduate (VoG), we will engage all stakeholders in teaching and learning that align to 
the Framework for Teaching and Learning (FTL) and support students’ mastery of cross-curricular 
skills and content- area standards.   

 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making 

progress? 

1.  Transitioning to Performance-
Based Graduation Standards with 
benchmark and high-quality 
assessments:   
 

Teachers will teach, assess and 
measure the cross-curricular skills 
articulated in the Vision of the 
Graduate along with content 
standards for their specific 
discipline.  Teachers in each 
department will administer high-
quality, common benchmark 
assessments each quarter that 
assess academic content and a 
specific skill articulated in the Vision 
of the Graduate.   

 
Student performance on the Vision 
of the Graduate skills will be 
measured using School-Wide 
Rubrics and results will be reported 
internally in PowerSchool. This 
process will include students’ self-
assessment of their own skills.  In 
support of the EEPD plan, results of 
these assessments will be analyzed 
and used to inform future 
instruction.  Where appropriate, 
assessments will be aligned with 
CCSS and SBAC. 

The faculty will learn more about 
performance-based grading 
practices in support of performance- 
based learning.   

 

Teachers,  Department 
Leaders, Administrators 

 

 

 

 

Teachers will record the 
results of student 
performance, as measured 
through common benchmark 
assessments of the Vision of 
the Graduate skills, in 
PowerSchool and use this 
data formatively to design 
instruction and future 
assessment.   The building 
leadership team will use this 
data to identify areas of 
strength and need for college 
and career readiness. 

Teachers will assess using 
revised and/or new 
assessments that reflect best 
assessment practices and 
align to cross-curricular and 
content-area standards in 
support of the CCSS and 
SBAC-like assessments.   

Teams of teachers will engage 
in collaborative protocols to 
identify exemplars of student 
performance for benchmark 
assessments that measure 
cross-curricular and content-
area standards.   

Rubrics to measure the Vision 
of the Graduate skills will be 
used, and will include student 
self-reflection.  
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making 

progress? 

 
2. Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation: 
 
A.   Promoting meaningful knowledge 
through “Collaborative Instructional 
Rounds:” 
 
Administrators, students and 
teachers will engage in 
“Collaborative Instructional Rounds” 
(to include administrators, teachers 
and students) to build a deeper 
understanding of teaching and 
learning that support the 
Framework Principles and the Five-
Year Goals, particularly Meaningful 
Knowledge and Collaboration and 
Communication.  Data on meaningful 
knowledge, as articulated in the 
Framework for Teaching and 
Learning, will be collected and 
analyzed through collaborative 
inquiry and survey data. 
 

 

Administrators, 
Department Leaders, 
Teachers, and Students  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data on meaningful 
knowledge, as articulated in 
the Framework for Teaching 
and Learning, will be collected 
and analyzed through 
collaborative inquiry and 
survey data.  This is a 
combination of existing 
longitudinal data collection 
processes (coaching visits and 
collaborative rounds), the 
purposes of which are to 
deepen teachers’ 
understanding of 
instructional practices that 
engage students in 
meaningful work and  develop 
students’ understanding of 
their role in the learning 
process.  
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making 

progress? 

 
B.  Advancing Instructional practice 
as defined by the Framework for 
Teaching and Learning through 
Instructional Coaching Visits and 
EEPD: 
 

Administrators, Department 
Leaders and Teachers will engage 
in Coaching visits to increase the 
delivery of meaningful knowledge 
in the classroom.  Additionally, 
through the EEPD plan and the use 
of learning targets, teachers will 
focus on delivering meaningful 
knowledge that is clearly connected 
to the VOG and content-area 
standards.   
 

C.  Aligning instructional and 
assessment practices in support of 
students leading learning: 
 

Administrators, Department 
Leaders and Teachers will engage 
in professional learning on using 
learning targets, formative 
assessments and high-quality 
feedback to support students’ 
mastery of standards. Teachers will 
then utilize learning targets 
connected to formative 
assessments to provide high-
quality feedback to students. 
 

D.  Promoting the academic success 
of all students: 
 

Teacher EEPD goals will improve 
student mastery of targeted 
content standards.  Instruction will 
promote the use of targeted 
interventions, with a focus on the 
achievement of low performing 
subgroups. 
 

 

Administrators, 
Department Leaders and 
Teachers 

 

Data collection from 
Coaching Visits will reflect an 
increase in the level of 
meaningful knowledge in 
classes as defined by the 
Framework for Teaching and 
Learning. Additionally, data 
from teacher focus 
areas/goals will show an 
increase in the level of 
meaningful knowledge.   

 

 

 

Student survey data related 
to meaningful knowledge 
will improve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student mastery of targeted 
content standards will 
improve. 

2015 Student survey data 
will reflect positive 
improvement in the 
percentage of students who 
believe: (a) they have a lot of 
opportunities to work with 
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E.  Enhancing  Student-Directed 
Learning through the Framework 
for Teaching and Learning: 
 
Administrators and Teachers will 
engage in professional learning that 
promotes student-directed 
learning.  
 

other students, (b) that only 
a few students usually 
participate in class 
discussions, (c) a lot of time 
is wasted in class, and (d) 
that they are comfortable 
asking questions when they 
do not understand.  

2015 Teacher survey data 
will show an increase in the 
number of teachers who feel 
the professional 
development they received 
helped them better meet the 
needs of their students. 

 
3.  Leveraging Technology as a 
Tool for Learning: 
 
The teachers, administrators and 
students will continue to use 
Chromebooks, Google Drive and 
Google Apps as tools for learning.   
 
All educators will transition their 
work to Google Drive.   

 
 
 

 

 

Library/Media/Technology 
Department Leader, 
Technology Integration 
Teacher, Administrators, 
Department Leaders, 
Teachers, Students 

 

The Library/Media/ 
Technology Department 
Leader and the Technology 
Integration Teacher will 
collect data on the number of 
teachers and students 
trained in the use of Chrome- 
books and the capacity in 
which they are used to 
facilitate student mastery of 
the FHS technology 
standards.   
 

Classroom observations will 
show an increase in 
instructional practice that 
leverages technology as a 
tool for learning, as 
measured by both informal 
and formal observations of 
teachers through the Teacher 
Practice and Performance 
Rubric.   
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Climate, Culture & Communication Priority Goals for 2014-15 
 

To promote a positive school climate and culture among students, students, their 
families and the community in order to support the academic, personal and social 
development of all students. 

 
Strategic Actions 

What will be done? 
Responsibilities 

Who will do it? 
Indicators of Success 

How do we know we are making 
progress? 

1.  Implementing 3rd year of 
Advisory: 
 
The third year of FHS Connect, FHS’s 
advisory program, will be 
implemented to facilitate students’ 
acquisition of knowledge, skills and 
habits to fulfill the Vision of the FPS 
Graduate.  Student developed and led 
Advisory activities will be 
implemented to support student 
mastery of civic and social goals.   
 
FHS Connect will provide 
opportunities for students to meet the 
civic and social expectations 
articulated in the Vision of the 
Graduate and the FHS Mission.   

 
 

 

 

All certified 
professional 
educators, students 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each Connect group will carry 
out 1 service project that 
aligns to the civic and social 
expectations of the Vision of 
the Graduate. 

The FHS Connect Steering 
Committee will collect data 
from multiple sources to 
assess the impact of FHS 
Connect in relation to the 
program’s objectives to 
determine the extent to which 
the program has: (1) been 
successful in engaging 
students more deeply in the 
life of the high school, and (2) 
provided opportunities for 
students to meet the civic and 
social standards described in 
the Vision of the Graduate. 

 
2.  Promoting a Positive School 
Climate:  

 
FHS will implement year 1 of the 
“Positive Behavioral Interventions and 
Supports (PBIS)” framework in 
support of a positive school climate.  
Administrators and teachers will 
examine student behavior data related 
to the school-wide behavior 
expectations and, in collaboration with 
students, explore best practices that 
promote a positive school climate.  
 
 

 

FHS administrators, 
staff, teachers and 
students 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The administrators and 
teachers will review relevant 
school-wide data quarterly to 
inform practice and provide 
additional supports for 
students of concern.  An action 
plan will be developed, with 
input from students, for the 
implementation of best 
practices to promote a positive 
school climate.   

SWIS, the PBIS data collection 
system, will be used to 
support data collection on 
student behavior. 
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3.  Promoting Communication 
Among Stakeholders: 
 
FHS Administrators, teachers and 
students will improve existing 
methods of communication among 
stakeholders to best support teaching 
and learning.  Existing methods of 
communication will be assessed and 
additional methods will be explored.    
 
Administrators will provide increased 
opportunities for students to 
participate in building-wide initiatives 
in order to promote a shared vision of 
teaching and learning.   

Administrators and teachers will 
ensure that parents and students are 
informed of student progress in each 
class at the mid-point of each quarter.   

Teachers will provide students with 
specific and timely feedback.  Grades 
will be updated in PowerSchool every 
other week to best support student 
learning.  Teachers will document 
parental and student contact as part of 
the new teacher evaluation plan.    

 

 

 

 

FHS Administrators, 
teachers, students 

 
 

2015 stakeholder feedback 
data will show an 
improvement in 
communication. 

 

The DLC will monitor and support the 
implementation of PBIS in year 1 and 
2 schools and safe school climate 
goals in all other schools.  
 
 
Provide parents and community 
members with opportunities for 
information and open dialogue about 
the implementation of the Design 
Team’s Recommendations and how 
they will translate into action steps at 
the school level. 

District Leadership 
Council 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Spring survey data will show 
that improvement in areas 
related to respectful and 
responsible behavior in 
school.  
 
 
Parents and families will 
report feeling well-informed 
about the school’s goals on the 
annual district survey 
conducted in the spring. 
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*Establish ongoing and regular 
communication with parents and the 
community through evening forums, 
dedicated website, newsletters, parent 
advisory meetings, presentations at 
local organization’s meetings, and 
other venues as appropriate. 
 
*Present regular updates to the Board 
of Education and solicit their feedback. 
 
*Establish a 7-12 Community Council 
of students, parents, teachers, 
administrators, and Board of 
Education representation for the 
purpose of engaging all stakeholders in 
the continuous improvement process.  
The Council will work collaboratively 
to provide feedback and input that will 
shape a plan for the strategic 
implementation of the Design Team’s 
recommendations. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
District Leader 
Council 
 
Teachers 
Students 
Parents 

Board of Education agendas 
will reflect presentations and 
discussions on all new 
initiatives designed for 
enhanced student engagement 
in the learning process. 
 
The Community Council 
agendas and minutes will be 
posted and shared with all 
stakeholders and reflect a 
commitment to collaborative 
dialogue and support for the 
direction of improvement 
work. 
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English 
Departmental Goals for 2014-15 

 
Goal:  Improve the literacy of all FHS students and support them in achieving the Vision of the 
Farmington Public Schools Graduate (VoG), particularly the skill of “Communication”, as well as 
Framework for Teaching and Learning (FTL) Principle #3, “Meaningful Knowledge”, through the 
consistent implementation of the Farmington High School ELA Graduation Standards. 
 
 

Narrative:   Newly adopted ELA Graduation Standards for all F.H.S. students are linked directly to 
the CCSS and VoG, and they align with the Framework for Teaching and Learning.  In all aspects of 
their literacy program at FHS, students will learn self-direction and resourcefulness, which 
supports the district’s focus on students’ becoming “leaders of their own learning”.  Throughout all 
courses, the ELA curriculum emphasizes complex texts, text-dependent questions, writing for a 
variety of purposes, and revision & reflection in order to meet rigorous expectations of standards-
based learning.   

 

BoE Core Academic Performance Standard #1 
 

All students will meet established English/language arts performance standards by demonstrating the 
skills to read, understand, interpret, discuss and critique diverse texts and to communicate effectively 
through independent and collaborative writing for a wide variety of purposes and audiences.  They will take 
initiative to explore interests and respond to problems through research and use their literacy skills to 
exercise leadership and responsible citizenship. 

 
 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

1.  Transitioning to Performance- 
Based Graduation Standards with 
benchmark and high quality 
assessments:   
 

The English Department will continue to 
assess students’ ability to communicate, 
as articulated in the Vision of the 
Graduate, through departmental 
argument, narrative, oral presentation, 
and informational rubrics.  
 

Students will be taking assessments 
linked to the ELA Graduation Standards 
that require them to communicate in a 
variety of ways; their work will be 
assessed with the rubrics indicated 
above, and students’ achievement will 
be recorded in Power School. 
 

 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 
 
 

 

 

Teachers use argument, narrative, 
oral presentation, and informational 
rubrics during the first quarter of the 
school year to collect baseline data 
on students’ current abilities. 
 
Students will show progress toward 
the Vision of the Graduate’s 
“Communication” standard by the 
end of quarter 3 as measured by 
teacher-designed, course-specific, 
common summative assessments.   
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

  

2.  Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation: 
 
Department members have developed 
AIM goals targeting various 
performance indicators linked to ELA 
Graduation Standards.  
 

During department meetings and team 
meetings, teachers will share best 
practice with how to facilitate students’ 
progression toward skill mastery.  
 

Students will be given multiple 
opportunities to self-assess, reflect, and 
revise their work in order to develop 
proficiency at the indicated ELA 
performance standard.  
 

Teachers will be administering SBAC-
like assessments to students in 
preparation for their taking the SBAC 
test this spring and in years to come.  
 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 
 

  

Students will show growth in their 
identified ELA performance 
indicator(s) by quarter 3 as 
measured by teacher-designed, 
course-specific, common summative 
assessments and SBAC-like 
assessments.  
 

Instructional strategies will include 
more student-centered lessons as 
measured by informal and formal 
observations of teachers.   

3.  Leveraging Technology as a Tool 
for Learning: 

 

The English department will continue 
planning instruction that allows 
students to utilize Chromebooks, 
Google Drive, and www.turnitin.com 
for high-stakes work. 
 

Teachers will receive professional 
development on the use of Google Apps 
with students during department 
meetings and professional development 
days.  
 

Students will receive feedback from 
teachers and/or peers on their work via 
Google Docs Comments and/or 
www.turnitin.com.  
 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader  

 

Focus group data indicating that 
teachers have increased their use of 
www.turnitin.com and Google Drive 
sharing, and that students will have 
had sustained access to 
Chromebooks.  
 
Student survey data will have 
indicated that students received 
more feedback via Google Docs and 
www.turnitin.com. 
 

http://www.turnitin.com/
http://www.turnitin.com/
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

4.  Promoting a Positive School 
Climate:  
Teachers and students in English 
classes will collectively participate in 
the implementation of Farmington High 
School’s Positive Behavior Intervention 
and Supports (PBIS). 
 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

 

 

Stakeholder survey will report 
positive feedback on the following 
prompts: 

 Reduction in office referrals 
for Tier I and II incidents. 

 Administering of school 
reward tickets for observable 
behavior connected to the 
three Rs. 

5.  Promoting Communication 
Among Stakeholders: 
 
The English department will improve 
communication with parents on their 
child’s academic and behavioral 
performance in order to foster a 
climate that promotes teaching and 
learning.   

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

Results from the spring 2015 parent 
survey on parental satisfaction 
regarding communication and 
behavior will increase based on the 
following prompts: 

 Teachers at this school care 
about and support my child.  

 Teachers give helpful 
feedback. 

 
Improvement in school-wide 
behavior data. 
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Farmington Alternative High School 
Departmental Goals for 2014-15 

 
Goal:  To improve the academic understanding of all FAHS students by supporting them in 
acquiring the FPS Vision of the Graduate skills, particularly the skills of communication, problem-
solving and self-direction, as well as FTL Principle #1: Meaningful Knowledge. 
 

Narrative:  With a focus on the same standards in place throughout the district, Farmington 
Alternative High School provides a supportive environment and individualized attention to 
students in an alternative setting to Farmington High School.   In addition to meeting standard in 
core academic areas, students also develop workplace skills through placements in vocational 
internships and regular involvement with the community.  

 
 

Farmington Alternative High School Standards 
 

All students will meet established standards through personalized learning that supports the acquisition of 
the skills, dispositions and habits of mind articulated in the Vision of the Graduate.  Students will engage in 
workplace and vocational internships and engage in a personalized learning experience with a focus on 
responsible citizenship. 
 

 
Strategic Actions 

What will be done? 
Responsibilities 

Who will do it? 
Indicators of Success 

How do we know we are making progress? 

 
1.  Transitioning to Performance-
Based Graduation Standards with 
benchmark and high-quality 
assessments:   
 

Teachers will design instruction and 
create high-quality assessments that 
measure student mastery of the VOG 
skills.   

 
Teachers, 
students 

 
Students will show growth from Fall 
to Spring on content area 
assessments that measure the 
Vision of the Graduate skills as 
evaluated by rubrics.  

 
 
 

  

2.  Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation: 
 
FAHS teachers will design instruction 
and assessments that develop students’ 
communication skills as articulated in 
the Vision of the Graduate.   
 
Students will self-assess their ability to 
communicate effectively to an 
audience.  
 
Teachers will examine the results of 
student self-assessment data to design 

 
Teachers, 
students 

 
Students will show an increase in 
mastery of oral communication 
skills from Fall to Spring as 
measured by the FHS school-wide 
oral presentation rubric. 
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effective instruction personalized for 
the learner. 
 
Teachers will integrate oral 
presentations into the curriculum as a 
format for showcasing students’ oral 
communication skills. 
 

Teachers and students will assess 
student presentations using the FHS 
school-wide oral presentation rubric.   
Progress will be tracked through 
PowerSchool.   
 

 
Strategic Actions 

What will be done? 
Responsibilities 

Who will do it? 
Indicators of Success 

How do we know we are making progress? 
  

3.  Leveraging Technology as a Tool 
for Learning: 
 

Teachers and students will be trained 
on the use of Google Drive and Google 
Apps as tools for learning. 
 
Teachers will design instruction that 
leverages technology as a tool for 
learning.   

 

 

Administrator, 
Teachers, 
Students 

 

 
Student and teacher interview data 
will indicate that teachers are using 
technology as a tool for learning in 
useful ways.   
 

 

4.  Promoting a Positive School 
Climate:  
 

Teachers and students will 
collaboratively develop norms that 
promote self-direction, efficacy and 
behavior that promotes a collaborative 
learning culture.  
 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

 

 
2015 Student survey data will 
reflect positive improvement in the 
percentage of students who believe: 
(a) they have a lot of opportunities 
to work with other students, (b) 
that only a few students usually 
participate in class discussions, (c) a 
lot of time is wasted in class, and (d) 
that they are comfortable asking 
questions when they do not 
understand. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

5.  Promoting Communication 
Among Stakeholders: 
 

Educators at the FAHS will improve 
communication with 
parents/guardians on their child’s 
academic and behavioral performance 
in order to foster a positive climate 
that best supports teaching and 
learning.   
 
FAHS Support Staff will improve 
communication by tracking parent 
contacts in a communication book. 
 
FAHS Teaching staff will contact all 
parents at least once a quarter. Contact 
will be tracked in the communication 
book. 
 
 

 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader 

 

 

 
  
Results from the spring 2015 parent 
survey on parental satisfaction 
regarding communication and 
behavior will increase.   
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Fine and Applied Arts 
Departmental Goals for 2014-15 

 
Goal:  To improve the knowledge and skills of all Fine and Applied Arts students and support 
them in achieving the Vision of the Farmington Public Schools Graduate (VoG), particularly the 
skills of Problem Solving and Innovation, as well as the FTL Principle #3, Meaningful Knowledge, 
through continued focus on mastery of the departmental content standards in support of the CCSS. 
 

Narrative:  The VoG goals, integrated with the CCSS and the departmental Content Standards, are 
informing the work of the Fine and Applied Arts Department.  Students are given multiple 
opportunities to problem-solve and innovate.  Each learning experience builds upon a foundation 
of cross-curricular and content-specific knowledge, providing opportunities for students to 
develop skills for identifying and resolving problems, which lead to the development original, 
innovative ideas. 

 

BoE Core Academic Performance Standard #7 
 

1. All students will meet established music, fine and applied arts performance standards by 
demonstrating an understanding of the problem solving and communication processes of creating, 
performing and responding.  They will acquire an understanding of cultural and contemporary 
arts and their impact in diverse cultures.  

2.  

 
Strategic Actions 

What will be done? 
Responsibilities 

Who will do it? 
Indicators of Success 

How do we know we are making progress? 

  

1.  Transitioning to Performance-
Based Graduation Standards with 
benchmark and high-quality 
assessments:   
 
 

Teachers will measure students’ ability 
to problem solve and innovate, as 
articulated in the VoG.  Teachers will 
provide rigorous instruction based 
upon content standards, supported 
with high-quality assessments, which 
engage students in learning and self-
reflection of their work as articulated 
in the FTL.   

  
 

  

Department 
Leader, teachers, 
students 

 

Teachers will develop formative and 
summative assessments that reflect 
the VoG, measuring students’ ability 
to problem solve and innovate.  
 

Teachers will use common 
department rubrics that reflect 
content standards and align with 
CCSS to identify progress. 
 

Classroom observation of teacher 
practice will show an increase in 
student experiences that allow for 
increased inquiry, choice and 
independence. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

2.  Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation: 
 

Teachers will engage in professional 
learning that supports the development 
of innovation and problem-solving 
skills.  Emphasis will be placed on 
planning, idea development, revision 
and reflection of learning.  Teachers 
will use technology to support student 
mastery of these skills.  
 

 

Department 
Leader, teachers, 
students 

 

Teachers will collaborate using 
NAEA standards to determine 
benchmark levels and inform 
instruction. 
 
Classroom observations of teacher 
practice will show rich, portfolio 
assessments that demonstrate 
student growth over time. 
 

 

 

3.  Leveraging Technology as a Tool 
for Learning: 
 
Teachers will incorporate growing 
technology applications to support and 
enhance student learning.  
 
 

 

Department 
Leader, teachers, 
students 

 

The Fine and Applied Arts 
department continually evaluates 
the current use of technology and 
areas for growth. 
 

Teacher web pages will be updated 
to serve as a resource for student 
learning.   
 

 

 4.  Promoting a Positive School 
Climate:  
 

Teachers will develop student-led 
learning experiences that encourage 
collaboration between students in 
order to master a learning goal.   
 

 

Department 
Leader, teachers, 
students 

 

Classroom observation of teacher 
practice will show a classroom 
environment that engages students 
in collaborative work that reflects 
the VoG communication/ 
collaboration standard, where every 
student has a voice and diverse 
viewpoints are valued.  
 

Teachers will promote student 
accomplishments, through student 
art exhibitions, the Electrathon, and 
contributions to Hartford Rebuild 
and Habitat for Humanity. 

5. Promoting Communication Among 
Stakeholders: 
 
Teachers will improve communication 
with parents/guardians on their child’s 
academic and behavioral performance in 
order to foster a positive climate that 
best supports teaching and learning.   
 

Department 
Leader, teachers 

 
Results from the spring 2014 parent 
survey on parental satisfaction 
regarding communication and 
behavior will increase.   
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Health, Physical Education and Wellness 
Departmental Goals for 2014-15 

 
Goal: To improve student’s ability to better understand the key influences that impact their health 
behavior and choices over time and to use essential content information and foundational skills in 
order to maintain and improve their level of overall wellness. This initiative aligns with the 
Farmington Public Schools Vision of the Graduate (VoG) related to Self Direction and 
Resourcefulness and the Framework for Teaching and Learning (FTL) principle #5,  of Individual 
Responsibility. 
 
Narrative:   The Vision of the Graduate skills related to Self–Direction and Resourcefulness and 
the Framework for Teaching and Learning (FTL) principle of Individual Responsibility closely 
align with HPEW content standards related to HPEW Essential Understanding #1: Foundational 
Skills (analyzing influences) as well as Essential Understanding #3: Goal Setting and Planning. Key 
to moving student to higher levels of health and wellness literacy is helping student gain 
ownership of their own learning as well as the decision making and action planning process that 
will impact their future wellness.   

 
 

BoE Core Academic Performance Standard # 6 
All students will meet established health, physical education, and wellness performance standards by 
demonstrating self-direction and resourcefulness in setting goals, solving problems and seeking feedback 
to develop and maintain a personal plan for life-long wellness.    
 

 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

  

1.  Transitioning to Performance-
Based Graduation Standards with 
benchmark and high-quality 
assessments:   
 
The Department Leader and Wellness 
Teachers will engage in professional 
learning on using learning targets, 
formative assessments and high-quality 
feedback to support students’ mastery 
of standards. Teachers will then utilize 
learning targets connected to formative 
assessments to provide high-quality 
feedback to students. 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
Teacher Teams, 
Department 
Head 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Formal and informal observations 
by the department leader and 
administrator will show the use of 
learning targets, formative 
assessments, and high quality 
feedback by teachers. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

2.  Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation: 
 
Data on meaningful knowledge, as 
articulated in the Framework for 
Teaching and Learning, will be 
collected and analyzed through 
collaborative inquiry and survey data. 

 
 

 
 
 

Teacher Teams, 
Department 
Head, 
Administrator 

 
Each member of the Wellness 
department will take part in at least 
one inter-departmental or intra-
departmental collaborative rounds 
protocol with students and other 
teachers and administrators. 
 
Each member of the Wellness 
department will take part in at least 
one inter-departmental or intra-
departmental coaching visit focused 
on the level of meaningful 
knowledge. 
 

 

Teacher EEPD goals will improve 
student mastery of targeted content 
standards.  Instruction will promote the 
use of targeted interventions, with a 
focus on the achievement of low 
performing subgroups. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Student mastery of targeted content 
standards (see below) will improve 
as evidenced by end-of-quarter 
grades in PowerSchool. 
 
Grade 9:  

- Accessing and synthesizing  
            wellness information  

- Improving performance 
through the use and 
development of movement 
skills and knowledge 

Grade 10: 
- Core Content knowledge 
- Analyzing influences on 

behavior 
Grade 11: 

- Goal Setting and Planning 
Grade 12:  

- Improving performance 
through the use and 
development of movement 
skills and knowledge 

Administrators and Teachers will 
engage in professional learning that 
promotes student-directed learning. 
 

 Teacher ratings using the Teacher 
Performance Rubric related to 
Purposeful Engagement and 
Meaningful Knowledge will be at the 
Effective level. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 
3.  Leveraging Technology as a Tool 
for Learning: 
 
Wellness teachers will begin to use 
digital video capture for the purpose of 
formative and summative assessment 
including student self-assessment 
relative to learning targets. 
 
The department leader will provide PD 
time for teacher teams to develop 
protocols for using video capture in 
physical activity classes. 

 
 
 
 
Teacher Teams, 
Department 
Head 

 
 
 
 
Each teacher will use video capture 
technology as a formative 
assessment method in at least one 
unit, with student performance 
data and student self-reflection as 
evidence of completion. 
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Library Media and Technology 

Departmental Goals for 2014-15 
 

Goal:  To improve the information and technology literacy of all FHS students and to support them 
in achieving the Vision of the Farmington Public Schools Graduate (VoG), particularly the skill of 
Collaboration, as well as FTL Principle #3: Meaningful Knowledge, through the continued 
implementation of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and National Educational Technology 
Standards (NETS). 
 
Narrative:   The CCSS and NETS are closely aligned with the both the VoG and the FTL.  The CCSS 
are clarifying the focus and increasing the rigor of the Library Media and Technology program.  
The major shifts include leveraging technology to increase collaboration among all stakeholders 
and aligning technology and information literacy skills K-12 with the CCSS and NETS to assure 
students’ college and career readiness.   
 

Library Media and Technology Standards 
Farmington High School students will become knowledgeable, creative and responsible users of 
information and technology, thereby contributing responsibly to the larger community and acting as ethical 
citizens in a globally interconnected world. 
 

 
 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 
1.  Transitioning to Performance-
Based Graduation Standards with 
benchmark and high-quality 
assessments:   
 

LMT teachers will work with classroom 

teachers to determine which technology 

and information literacy standards should 

become graduation standards. 

 

LMT teachers will work with classroom 

teachers across disciplines to 

revise/develop new assessments to 

include best assessment practices and 

address technology and information 

literacy standards. 

 
 

 

 
Library Media & 

Technology 

Application 

Specialists;  

Teachers; 

Students 

 

An articulation of standards and 
accompanying skills related to 
library media and technology and 
continuum of assured learning 
experiences will be completed. 

Teachers will assess using revised 
and/or new assessments that reflect 
best assessment practices and 
address the identified technology 
and information literacy standards 
embedded in the CCSS. 

The LMT teachers will participate in 
collaborative protocols to identify 
exemplars of student performance 
for benchmark assessments that 
measure cross-curricular and 
content-area standards.   
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

2.  Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation: 
 
 
 

LMT teachers will begin to study the 
inquiry process and work 
collaboratively with classroom 
teachers in the process of revising units 
of study and assessments so that they 
are inquiry based.  
 
LMT teachers will support student-
directed learning by collaborating with 
classroom teachers piloting the use of a 
new learning management system 
(LMS). 

 

Library Media & 
Technology 
Application 
Specialists; LMT 
department 
members K-12 
 

 

 

 
 
 
Student survey data related to 
meaningful knowledge will improve. 
 
 
 
 
 
Survey data from teachers and 
students piloting the new LMS will 
indicate that it promotes student 
directed learning. 

 

3.  Leveraging Technology as a Tool 
for Learning: 
 
LMT teachers will support  educators 
as they transition their work to Google 
Drive 
 
 
 
LMT teachers will continue to research 
best practices in the innovative use of 
technology to promote teaching and 
learning with a keen focus on possible 
instructional uses of Google Apps. 
 
LMT teachers will provide professional 
development and instructional support 
to classroom teachers in the use of 
innovative technology tools, 
particularly those available through 
Chromebooks. 
 
LMT teachers will support student-
directed learning by collaborating with 
classroom teachers piloting the use of a 
new learning management system 
(LMS). 
 
 

 

Library Media & 
Technology 
Application 
Specialists;  
Teachers; 
Students 

 

The Library/Media/ Technology 
Department Leader and the 
Technology Integration Teacher will 
collect data on the number of 
teachers and students trained in the 
use of Chromebooks and the 
capacity in which they are used to 
facilitate student mastery of the FHS 
technology standards.   
 
LMT teachers will attend Google 
Summit and use learning to develop 
Professional Development for 
classroom teachers. 
 
Classroom observations will show 
an increase in instructional practice 
that leverages technology as a tool 
for learning, as measured by both 
informal and formal observations of 
teachers through the Teacher 
Practice and Performance Rubric.   
 
Survey data from teachers and 
students piloting the new LMS will 
indicate that it promotes student 
directed learning. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

4.  Promoting Communication 
Among Stakeholders: 
 

The library media center will include 
updates on resources available to 
students through the Principal’s 
Newsletter and the library website. 
 
The library media center will welcome 
parents at Open House with 
information about its resources and the 
FHS Capstone Program. 
 

Capstone projects will be promoted 
within the school and community in the 
following ways: 
 

 The FHS Capstone Program 
website 

 Bulletin boards in the halls and 
library media center 

 9:05 News spots  
 A showcase of student work 

(The Capstone Celebration) to 
be held in May. 
 

The FHS Capstone program will create 
a student advisory committee to inform 
the continued evolution of the program 
providing students with an additional 
opportunity for students to participate 
in a building-wide initiative. 

 

LMT teachers, 
Capstone 
Teachers and the 
Capstone 
Steering 
Committee 
 

 

 
 
 
2015 stakeholder feedback data will 
show an improvement in 
communication. 
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Mathematics 
Departmental Goals for 2014-15 

  
Goal: To improve the mathematical understanding of all FHS students by supporting them in 
mastering the Farmington Public School’s Vision of the Graduate (VoG) skills, particularly the 
skills of Critical Thinking and Reasoning, as well as Framework for Teaching and Learning (FTL) 
Principle #3: Meaningful Knowledge, through the continued implementation of the Common Core 
State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM). 
 
Narrative:  The CCSSM are closely aligned with the both the VoG and the FTL.  The CCSSM are 
increasing the rigor of the FHS’s mathematics program and transforming the teaching practices of 
FHS’s mathematics teachers.  The new standards require that all students make sense of problems 
and persevere in solving them, reason abstractly and quantitatively, construct viable arguments 
and critique the reasoning of others, model with mathematics, attend to precision, look for and use 
structure, and look for and express regularity in repeating reasoning. 
 

 

BoE Core Academic Performance Standard #2 
 

All students will meet established mathematics performance standards by demonstrating problem 
solving and reasoning skills that advance understanding and application of essential mathematical 
concepts.  They will make mathematical connections to their lives and use a variety of tools and 
representations to effectively communicate mathematical thinking. 
 

 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

1.  Transitioning to Performance-
Based Graduation Standards with 
benchmark and high-quality 
assessments:   
 

Mathematics teachers will design and 
implement CCSSM aligned lessons that 
require students to use the VoG skill of 
Critical Thinking and Reasoning. 
 

Mathematics teachers will measure 
critical thinking skills using formative, 
benchmark, and summative 
assessments that are also aligned to 
SBAC. Assessments will be scored 
using the VoG K-12 Thinking and 
Learning Skills Rubric.  Student 
performance data will be recorded in 
PowerSchool.  
 
 

 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

 

All students will show growth in 
their critical thinking and reasoning 
abilities by the end of Quarter 3 as 
measured by teacher-designed and 
course-specific summative 
assessments.   
 
Data from PowerSchool will be used 
to design instruction and future 
assessment. 
 
Student responses on the spring 
2015 Stakeholder Feedback Survey 
will show an improvement in the 
consistency and accuracy of grading 
practices. 
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Course teams will develop common 
grade books that contain academic 
achievement categories of formative 
assessments, graded interim 
assessments, and summative 
assessments.  
 

  

 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 
2.  Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation: 
 

Mathematics teachers will use their AIM 
goal to improve student content-area 
knowledge. These goals focus on 
designing instruction that incorporates 
targeted interventions for all students 
with a focus on traditionally low 
performing subgroup students. 
 
Mathematics teachers will design and 
implement SBAC-like lessons and 
assessments focused on the FTL 
standard of meaningful knowledge.   
This focus will drive a shift in 
instructional methods to ensure that 
students are able to achieve the 
rigorous mathematics practice and 
content standards set by CCSSM. 
 
Mathematics teachers will begin to 
write and implement learning targets 
that align to CCSSM as well as teacher-
designed and course-specific 
assessments. 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader 

 

Instructional strategies will include 
more inquiry and student-centered 
lessons as measured by both 
informal and formal observations of 
teachers through the Teacher 
Practice and Performance Rubric.   
 

As a result of these improved 
instructional techniques, teacher-
designed and course-specific 
benchmark and summative 
assessments will show growth in 
student content knowledge.   
 
Student survey data related to 
meaningful knowledge will improve. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

3.  Leveraging Technology as a Tool 
for Learning: 
 

Mathematics teachers will continue 
their professional learning with LMT 
educators.  Teachers will use 
Chromebooks, Google Drive, and 
Google Apps to enhance their 
repertoire of instructional methods.  
 
Document cameras will be used 
regularly to highlight student work, 
make learning visible, and allow 
students to critique their own and their 
peers’ work. 
 
The mathematics collaborative drive 
housed on school servers will move to 
Google Drive. 

 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

 

Instructional strategies will include 
more inquiry-based and 
technology-driven lessons and 
student work will become more 
public as measured by both 
informal and formal observations of 
teachers through the Teacher 
Practice and Performance Rubric.   
 

Data will be collected from the 
Chromebook and Dell Laptop sign-
out sheets to determine how often 
they were used in classrooms 
throughout the school year. 
 
Teachers will be able to collaborate 
more efficiently from their personal 
computers. Course teams will run 
more smoothly as measured by 
non-classroom observations using 
the Teamwork Rubric. 

 

4.  Promoting a Positive School 
Climate:  
 

Mathematics teachers will design and 
implement lessons that engage 
students and require them to do the 
work of the discipline.   
 
Mathematics teachers will create 
norms with their classes focused on 
developing good work habits and the 
FTL standard of collaboration. 
 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

 

Student engagement and discourse 
in mathematics classes will improve 
as measured by formal and 
informal classroom observations 
through the Teacher Practice and 
Performance Rubric.   
 
 

 

 

5.  Promoting Communication 
Among Stakeholders: 
 

Mathematics teachers will improve 
communication with 
parents/guardians on their child’s 
academic and behavioral performance 
in order to foster collaborative 
relationships that support teaching and 
learning.   
 

Teachers will reach out to school 
counselors, special education teachers, 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, 
Parents/Guardians 

Results from the spring 2015 
Stakeholder Feedback Survey on 
parental satisfaction regarding 
communication and behavior will 
increase.    
 

Teacher communication logs with 
parents/guardians, school 
counselors, special education 
teachers, school administrators and 
other support staff. 
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school administrators, and other 
relevant support staff as required by 
PBIS procedures to ensure all 
stakeholders have input and are 
involved in supporting struggling 
students. 
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Music 
Departmental Goals for 2014-15 

 
Goal:  To improve the music literacy of Farmington High School’s music students and support 
them in the achieving the Vision of the Farmington Public Schools Graduate (VoG), particularly the 
skill of Self-Direction and Resourcefulness, as well as the FTL Principle #3 Meaningful Knowledge, 
through the mastery of cross-curricular skills and the Core Arts Standards.  

 

Narrative:  The CCSS and the National Music Standards are closely aligned with the both the VoG 
and the FTL skills.  The new National Music Standards focus on music literacy culminating in the 
creation of musical ideas while collaborating with others.  A crosswalk between the CCSS and the 
National Music Standards aligns learning goals in the selection, analysis, interpretation, 
performance and evaluation of music. These connections between the CCSS and music literacy 
provide opportunities for responsible decision-making and thoughtful self-evaluation with 
students designing their own personal goals for improvement. 

 
 

BoE Core Academic Performance Standard #7 
 

All students will meet established music, fine and applied arts performance standards by 
demonstrating an understanding of the problem solving and communication processes of 
creating, performing and responding.  They will acquire an understanding of classical and 
contemporary arts and their impact in diverse cultures. 
 

 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making 

progress? 

 

1.  Transitioning to 
Performance-Based Graduation 
Standards with benchmark and 
high-quality assessments:   
 

All students will show growth in 
Self-Direction and Resourcefulness.  
Student performance data will be 
assessed using the VoG Thinking 
and Learning Skills Rubric for Self-
Direction and Resourcefulness. 
Student performance data will be 
recorded in PowerSchool. 
 
Teachers will focus instruction on 
student mastery of the 
“Performance of Technique of 
Instrument/Voice” and “Reading 
and Notating Music” content-area 
standards. 

 

Teacher, Department 
Leader, Students 

The percentage of students at 
or above standard in Self-
Direction and Resourcefulness 
will increase.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student assessment data will 
show that 75% of all students 
are at or above standard in the 
“Performance of Technique of 
Instrument/Voice” and 
“Reading and Notating Music” 
content-area standards. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making 

progress? 

2.  Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation: 

 

Teams of teachers will engage in 
collaborative protocols to identify 
exemplars of student performance 
for benchmark assessments that 
measure cross-curricular and 
content-area standards. 

 

Teachers, Department 
Leader, Students 

The music department will 
have exemplars of student 
performances to use as tools 
for teaching and learning.   
 
 

 

Music teachers will participate in 
collaborative instructional rounds 
to build a deeper understanding of 
the Framework for Teaching and 
Learning.   
 
Students will use learning targets 
to self-assess their mastery of 
standards.   
 
 
 

 

 The majority of the high 
school music staff will engage 
in collaborative instructional 
rounds or coaching visits.   
 
 
Data from student focus 
groups will reveal that having 
students self-reflect on their 
mastery of learning targets 
correlates to academic 
success.    
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making 

progress? 

3.  Leveraging Technology as a 
Tool for Learning: 
 
Teachers will use technology tools, 
such as the I-Pad and apps, to 
support individual assessment of 
student learning.   
 
Students will use Smart Music and 
Google Apps as formative tools for 
learning.  
 
Students will use Garage Band for 
recording music and receiving 
feedback.   

Teachers, Department 
Leader, Students, 
Technology Integration 
Teacher 

 

Student survey data will show 
that 80% of the music 
students surveyed use the 
technology tools on their 
teacher’s website as a tool for 
learning. 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making 

progress? 

4.  Promoting a Positive School 
Climate:  
 

 
Students will have increased 
opportunities to participate in 
department-wide initiatives in 
order to promote a shared vision 
of teaching and learning.   

More student leadership roles will 
be available to all in the classroom 
and at school and community 
events. 

Teachers, Department 
Leader, Students, Parents 

Stakeholder feedback survey 
will show improvement on the 
following prompts: 
--More parents using 
individual teacher websites to 
access events and information 
regarding music courses. 
--Parents access information 
from the music department 
regarding their student’s work 
from multiple technology 
sources. 
 
 
A Student Executive Council 
will administer the TRI M 
Music Honor Society. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making 

progress? 

5.  Promoting Communication 
Amongst Stakeholders 

1.  
Teachers will communicate 
regularly with parents on their 
child’s academic success and habits 
of work. Teachers will keep a log of 
parent communication. 
 
Department leader will send a 
monthly e-newsletter to all parents 
regarding music department 
events.  Teachers will send 
monthly updates about curriculum, 
assessments and major events in 
their classes/community.   

Teachers will have updated 
individual websites with classroom 
assignments and events.  Student 
leaders will assist in 
communication for all music 
students and the school. 

 Survey data will show 
parental satisfaction with how 
well the school communicates 
their child’s progress and how 
well informed they are about 
music events. 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making 

progress? 

6.  Other Departmental Goals: 
Maintain partnerships with area 
colleges and community groups to 
promote college and career 
readiness, increasing lifelong 

musical learning. 
 

Students will engage in community 
service through musical 
performance, demonstrating 
ethical and responsible citizenship.  
There will be more opportunities 
for students to visit college music 
programs or perform in side by 
side concerts with community 
music groups. 

Teachers, Students, 
Department leaders, 
Community members, 
students 

There will be an increase in 
the number of opportunities 
students have to perform with 
college or community 
conductors and adult/college 
performers.   
 
Increased student 
performances in the 
community provide 
opportunities for service using 
musical talents. 
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School Counseling 
Departmental Goals for 2014-15 

 
Goal:  To improve College and Career Readiness of all FHS students and to support them in 
achieving the Vision of the Farmington Public Schools Graduate (VoG) skills, particularly in the area 
of Self-Direction and Resourcefulness, as well as a focus on  the FTL Principle:  Meaningful 
Knowledge. 

 
Narrative:  The College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards (CCRAS), as articulated in the 
Common Core State Standards, provide broad standards that define the skills and understandings 
that all students must demonstrate.  The CCRAS align with both the Farmington Vision of the 
Graduate skills and the American School Counselor Association standards which aim to prepare 
students for college and career. 

 
 

School Counseling Performance Standards 
 

With the support of a comprehensive school counseling program, all students will focus on 
academic, personal/social and career development so they achieve success in school and are 
prepared to lead fulfilling lives as responsible members of society in accordance with the 
American School Counselor Association standards. 
 

 

Teaching & Learning Priority Goals 
 

 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

1. Transitioning to Performance-
Based Graduation Standards with 
benchmark and high-quality 
assessments:   
 

All seniors will articulate a post-
secondary plan. 

 
 
 
School Counselors will develop college 
and career readiness standards that 
align with Farmington’s Vision of the 
Graduate. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
School 
Counselors, 
Department 
Leader, Students 
 
School 
Counselors, 
Department 
Leader 

 

 
 
 
 
Data from Naviance will show that 
100% of the senior class has a  post-
secondary plan 
 
 
College and career readiness 
standards will be written, to be used 
with the graduating class of 2019. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

2.  Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation: 
 

Promoting meaningful knowledge 
through “Collaborative Instructional 
Rounds.” 
 
School counselors will engage in 
“Collaborative Instructional Rounds” to 
build a deeper understanding of the 
FTL Principle Meaningful Knowledge in 
grades 6-12.   
 
Promoting the academic success of all 
students: 
 
The School Counselors will support the 
academic success of all students by 
engaging in regular data meetings to 
support at-risk students and develop an 
action plan for improvement.  These 
plans will focus on student enactment. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
School 
Counselors, 
Department 
Leader, 
Administrator 
 
 
 
 
School 
Counselors, 
Department 
Leader 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
School Counselors will deliver 
lessons that reflect best practice, 
aligning to the Framework for 
Teaching and Learning. 
 
 
 
 
 
The percentage of students earning 
enough credits to promote to the 
next grade level will increase.   

 

3.  Leveraging Technology as a Tool 
for Learning: 
 

The School Counseling department will 
engage in training on the use of 
Chromebooks, Google Drive, Google 
Apps and social media. 
 

The School Counseling department will 
use Chrome books with students to 
encourage and broaden their use of 
Naviance as a tool for self-awareness, 
goal-setting and post-secondary 
planning.  Technology as a learning tool 
and storage device will increase 
meaningful knowledge as students can 
access their work with School 
Counselors at school and at home. 
 
School Counselors will explore social 
media use in their field and determine 
if it is a good fit for FHS.   

 

 
 
School 
Counselors, 
Department 
Leader, 
Technology 
Integration 
Teacher 

 

 
 
The number of school counseling 
lessons that utilize Naviance, Google 
Drive and/or Google Apps will 
increase.   
 

There will be an increase in the 
amount of student work stored in 
Naviance. 
 
There will be an increase in the 
electronic communication with 
parents and students. 
 
There will be an increase in the use 
of Google Spreadsheet in lieu of 
Excel. 
 
Outcomes of the study will inform 
the next steps. 
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Climate, Culture & Communication Priority Goals 
 

 

1.  Implementing 3rd year of 
Advisory: 
 

FHS School Counselors will support the 
Connect program by continuing to act 
as Connect coaches.  2 representatives 
(Department Leader and 1 counselor) 
of the school counseling staff will serve 
on the Connect Committee and design 
lessons that support student mastery of 
the social and civic goals. 
 
 
 
2.  Promoting a Positive School 
Climate:  
 

The FHS School Counseling Department 
will support the implementation of a 
school-wide PBIS program to develop a 
more positive school climate and to 
meet the needs of individual students. 
 
School-wide behavioral expectations 
will be implemented and counselors 
will help to list, coordinate, document 
and/or create interventions for some 
students struggling to manage their 
behavior.  
 
The School Counseling Department will 
have a representative join the PBIS 
committee. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
School 
Counselors, 
Department 
Leader 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
School 
Counselors 
 

 

 
 
School-wide data will show that 
Connect is realizing its program 
objectives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
School-wide behavior data will show 
improvement. 
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3.  Promoting Communication 
Among Stakeholders: 
 
The FHS School Counselors will 
improve communication with parents 
and students when there is an 
academic or behavioral concern, and 
will increase stakeholder’s knowledge 
of supports, programs and 
opportunities for students.    

 

 
 
 
School 
Counselors 

 

 
 
 
Results from the spring 2015 parent 
survey will show an increase in parental 
satisfaction regarding communication.   
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School to Career 

Departmental Goals for 2014-15 
 

Goal: To improve College and Career Readiness of all FHS students and to support them in achieving 
the Vision of the Farmington Public Schools Graduate (VoG) skills, particularly in the area of Self-
Direction and Resourcefulness, as well as the FTL Principle #4:  Meaningful Knowledge, through the 
continued implementation of programming that supports the Design Team Recommendations and 
student mastery of the CCSS College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards. 

  
Narrative:  The College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards (CCRAS), as articulated in the 
Common Core State Standards, provide broad standards that define the skills and understandings 
that all students must demonstrate.  The CCRAS align with both the Farmington Vision of the 
Graduate skills and the goals of the School to Career Program in supporting students as they 
prepare for college and career. 

 
 

School to Career Standards 
 

Student learning extends beyond the classroom to include real world “on the job” or “in the field” 
experiences.  Student engagement with experts and mentors facilitates the transfer of content knowledge 
to authentic problems or situations.  Additionally, the use of technology allows students to interact and 
learn with global peers and experience real time communication and collaboration. Through career 
planning and exploration, students can acquire the skills and dispositions to be prepared for global 
citizenship and the challenges of a diverse world.  
 
 

 
 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

1.  Transitioning to Performance-
Based Graduation Standards with 
benchmark and high-quality 
assessments:   
Students will develop their 
communication and collaboration 
skills as they engage in various career 
exploration activities beginning in 
grade 9. 
 

 

Career Staff and 
school counselors 

 

Students will use their learning 
from career exploration activities 
to articulate a post-secondary plan. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

2.  Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation: 
 

Career Center staff will engage in 
professional learning that supports 
student success in Capstone. 
 

Career Center staff will participate as 
a member of the Steering Committee 
for Capstone. 
 

 

Career Center staff 
 

% of Capstone students meeting 
standard will remain at 90% or 
above. 

3.  Leveraging Technology as a Tool 
for Learning 
Career Center staff will use Google 
surveys to evaluate Sr. Choice Day 
program effectiveness 
 

Career Center staff  Feedback data will be collected and 
will inform future programming. 

 

4.  Promoting a Positive School 
Climate:  
 

The Career Center will provide 
multiple resources to support 
students’ college and career planning. 
   

Data collected from students will be 
analyzed to determine future 
programming adjustments and/or 
needs. 

 

 

Career Center staff 
 
 

Career Center staff will analyze 
student feedback and participation 
in career talks, career field trips,  
job shadows, internships, senior 
choice day, and Capstone 
community connections. Results 
will show an increase in student 
participation and favorable 
feedback. 

 

 

5. Promoting Communication 
Among Stakeholders: 
 
The Career Center will continue to 
forge relationships with parents and 
the Farmington community to raise 
awareness of School to Career 
programs and to recruit new business 
and community partners in support of 
student learning goals.  
 
Career Center staff will develop and 
conduct a career resource survey via 
email to enlist Farmington parents 
and teachers as career resources. 
 
 
 

 
 

Career Center staff 

 
 

The number of community partners 
will increase. 
 
There will be an increase in the 
number of students who access 
School to Career resources. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

6. Other departmental goal – 
optional 
 

The Career Center will develop a 
working relationship with Jackson 
Labs in Farmington and serve as a 
liaison for career exploration and 
other education initiatives to benefit 
Farmington High School students and 
faculty. 

 

Career Center staff 
and students 
 
Career Center staff, 
faculty and  
students 

 

Increase extended learning 
opportunities for FHS students and 
teachers in the area of genomic 
medicine and other STEM careers.  
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Science 
Departmental Goals for 2014-15 

 
Goal: To improve the scientific literacy of all FHS students and to support students in achieving 
the Vision of the Farmington Public Schools Graduate (VoG), particularly the skill of Innovation, as 
well as a particular focus on FTL Principle #3 Meaningful Knowledge, through continued 
implementation of the science and engineering practices from the Next Generation Science 
Standards (NGSS). 

 

Narrative:  The NGSS and the CCSS are closely aligned with both the VoG and the FTL.  The NGSS 
is changing the rigor and focus of FHS’s Science program.  The major shifts include a new 
emphasis on science practices, such as planning investigations and engaging in argument from 
evidence.  In addition, all students will learn about the engineering design process through the 
core science sequence.  The scientific literacy and data analysis practices in the NGSS align well 
with the ELA and Math CCSS. 
 

 

BoE Core Academic Performance Standard # 3 
 

All students will meet established science performance standards by demonstrating the 
critical thinking, technology and inquiry skills in life, physical and earth sciences.  They will 
examine natural phenomena, pose and evaluate arguments based on evidence, explore 
interests and make decisions about contemporary issues in science. 
 
 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

1.  Transitioning to Performance-
Based Graduation Standards with 
benchmark and high-quality 
assessments:   

 

Teachers will design instruction to 
promote students’ ability to Innovate 
and think creatively.   
 

Teachers will develop units that allow 
for creativity and develop a third 
quarter benchmark assessment and 
rubric based on the district’s 
Innovation Rubric. 
 

Teachers will record the results of 
student mastery of the Innovation skill 
in PowerSchool and use this data 
formatively to design instruction and 
future assessment.  
 

Common department rubrics for both 
process and product creativity and 
innovation will be analyzed and 
improved and anchor sets will be 
developed.  
 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

All students will show growth in 
their ability to innovate and think 
creatively by the end of Quarter 3 as 
measured by teacher-designed and 
course-specific summative 
assessments.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Common rubrics for Innovation will 
be used to assess student work. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

2.  Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation: 
 

Teachers will design instruction and 
assessments that align to the 
Framework for Teaching and Learning 
Principle #3 Meaningful Knowledge.  
Students will look for connections 
between what they are learning and 
what they already know and transfer 
learning skills and knowledge from one 
context to another.  Specifically 
teachers will design assessments and 
interventions around student’s ability 
to read and interpret data and scientific 
information found in tables and charts 
and make inferences and draw 
conclusions about its validity and 
meaning. 
 
Teachers will participate in 
professional development in formative 
assessment and delivery of high quality 
feedback and incorporating elements of 
the Cambridge Thinking Skills 
curriculum. 
 
Teachers in physics and chemistry 
classes will continue to add engineering 
practices to the curriculum through 
project-based learning in order to 
develop students’ innovation skills.  
Teachers will develop new project-
based units and revise their curriculum 
maps accordingly to show learning 
standards tied to the projects.  
 

 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

  

All students will show growth in 
their ability to read and interpret 
data and scientific information 
found in tables and charts and make 
inferences and draw conclusions 
about its validity and meaning by 
the end of Quarter 3 as measured by 
teacher-designed and course-
specific summative assessments.   
 
Data from observations of teacher 
practice and instructional rounds 
will show improvement in the area 
of Meaningful Knowledge and 
evidence of incorporating thinking 
skills, and implementing project-
based learning.  Student work 
samples will show evidence of high 
quality feedback. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
Revised maps will reflect the new 
project-based performance tasks. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

  

3.  Leveraging Technology as a Tool 
for Learning: 
 

Students and teachers will engage in 
training on the use of Chromebooks, 
Google Drive and Google Apps as tools 
for learning.  Teachers will learn how to 
manage assignments in Google Drive 
and electronically provide students 
with timely feedback.  Students will 
collaborate on group project 
deliverables using shared documents 
on Google Drive.   Teachers will 
transition both personal and 
collaborative drive materials to Google 
Drive. 

 

The biology pilot of the quest game-
based learning system will expand to all 
college-prep and honors sections. 

 

Two AP Chemistry teachers will 
continue a pilot of the flipped 
classroom in support of mastery-based 
learning.  These videos are uploaded on 
the course website.  This pilot will also 
be expanded into the other chemistry 
levels. 
 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, and 
Technology 
Integration 
Teacher 

   

Student performance data on game-
based learning will be collected and 
compared with student performance 
data from the level 2 biology classes. 
Student feedback on the flipped 
lessons will be collected and 
reviewed to inform future practice. 
 
Teacher and student focus groups 
will report an increased comfort 
level with the use of Chromebooks 
and Google Drive and an increase in 
purposeful engagement. 

 

4.  Promoting a Positive School 
Climate:  
 

The Science Department will 
implement the PBIS framework in 
support of a positive school climate. 
 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

 

Stakeholder feedback survey will 
show improvement on the following 
prompts: 

 The school has an effective 
discipline program. 

Additional actions will be taken 
based on a school-wide review of the 
PBIS data. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

5.  Promoting Communication 
Among Stakeholders: 
 

The Science Department will improve 
communication with parents related to 
both behavioral and academic 
expectations. 
 

Teachers will update their grade book 
every two weeks in PowerSchool and 
communicate regularly with 
parents/guardians via Edmodo, 
websites, email updates, and/or text 
messaging.  
 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader 

 

Stakeholder feedback data will show 
an improvement in communication. 
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Social Studies 
Departmental Goals for 2014-15 

 
Goal:  To develop citizenship and historical thinking skills in all students by fostering the skill of 
collaboration (VoG #2) and providing opportunities for students to transfer learning to new 
contexts (FTL Principle #1 Meaningful Knowledge) in order to achieve student mastery of 
departmental and CCSS standards. 

 
Narrative:  The CCSS for Social Studies, along with the VoG, promote student mastery of critical 
thinking and literacy skills.  The CCSS emphasis on skills such as source analysis, use of text 
evidence, and argument writing will inform instruction and assessment practices which will 
provide evidence of student progress towards both VoG and departmental standards. 

 
 

BoE Core Academic Performance Standard # 4 
 
All students will meet established social studies performance standards by demonstrating critical 
thinking, reasoning and research skills applied to the study of history, geography, culture, and political and 
economic systems in order to make informed decisions, pose innovative solutions, and meet the challenges 
of participatory citizenship in an increasingly pluralistic society and interdependent world. 
 

 
Strategic Actions 

What will be done? 
Responsibilities 

Who will do it? 
Indicators of Success 

How do we know we are making progress? 
 

 

1. Transitioning to Performance-
Based Graduation Standards through 
high quality benchmark 
assessments:    
 

Social Studies teachers will continue to 
develop opportunities for student 
collaboration in support of learning. 
 

Teachers will engage in professional 
learning to promote student mastery of 
the Collaboration standard.     
 

Teachers will work in course teams to 
develop lessons and activities that 
teach the skills of collaboration.  
 

Student work will be assessed using the 
department collaboration rubric (or 
strands) to provide students with 
feedback.   
 
 
 
 

 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, students 

 

 

All students will show growth in 
their ability to collaborate as 
measured by course specific 
assessments recorded in 
PowerSchool. 
 
 
 
 
 
Teams will share mini-lessons and 
activities that promote collaboration 
during department meetings and on 
professional development days. 
 
Data will be collected during each 
marking period to measure the 
impact of instructional strategies. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

2. Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation:   
 
Social Studies teachers will continue to 
develop their understanding of CCSS 
and SBAC. 
 

Teachers will continue to use CCSS 
language and SBAC-like assessments 
that are appropriate for their own 
courses.   

 

Teachers will engage in professional 
learning on innovative instructional 
practices, such as close reading of 
complex texts, in order to prepare 
students for the rigorous literacy 
standards set by the CCSS. 

 

 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

 

All students will demonstrate 

improved proficiency on SBAC-like 

test items in preparation for the SBAC 

tests given in the Spring, 2015. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student assessment data and self-
reflections responses will indicate 
the effectiveness of CCSS/SBAC 
lessons, activities, and assessments.    

 

3. Leveraging Technology as a Tool 
for Learning:   
 

Teachers will continue to incorporate 
Chromebooks into their instructional 
practice, particularly as a tool to 
enhance student collaboration. 
 

Teachers will use Google Docs as a way 
to share information with students, 
receive student work, and provide 
feedback. 

 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

 

Surveyed students will cite the use 
of Chromebooks and Google Docs as 
a positive experience that has 
improved collaboration with peers 
and teachers. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 
4.  Promoting a Positive School 
Climate:  
 
Social Studies teachers will promote a 
positive school climate by continuing to 
exhibit care and concern for students in 
their classes.  
 
Select classes will develop and 
implement student-generated class 
norms. 
 
 
 

 
Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

 
Surveyed students will say their 
teachers care for them as individuals 
and a positive climate is evident in 
their Social Studies classes.    
 
 

 
5.  Promoting Communication 
Among Stakeholders:  
 
Teachers will improve communication 
with parents/guardians about student 
behavioral and academic performance 
to foster a climate of teaching and 
learning.   

 

 
Teachers, 
Department 
Leader 

 
Results from the spring 2015 parent 
survey on parental satisfaction 
regarding communication and 
behavior will show improvement.  
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Special Education 
Departmental Goals for 2014-15 

 
Goal: To improve the academic success of all FHS students and to support them in achieving the Vision 

of the Farmington Public Schools Graduate (VoG), particularly the skills of Communication, Problem-

Solving, and Self-Direction, as well as the Framework for Teaching and Learning Principle #3: 

Meaningful Knowledge: Students learn best when they see the content as meaningful and organized 

around big ideas and questions and can transfer learning to new contexts. 

 
Narrative:  Student learning is broadened when students can make connections between the 
curriculum and their own lives. Mastery for students with special needs includes acquiring the 
skills necessary for lifelong learning at individual levels of independence. Students will be given 
multiple and diverse opportunities to demonstrate learning through an appropriately challenging 
curriculum that prepares them for entry into post-secondary education or employment, as 
articulated in the CCSS College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards. 
 

 

Special Education Performance Standards 
 

All students will show growth toward meeting the established performance standards by demonstrating 

measurable progress in developing the skills of effective communication, problem-solving, innovation, 

critical thinking, self-direction and resourcefulness. 
 

 
 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 
1. Transitioning to Performance-
Based Graduation Standards with 
benchmark and high-quality 
assessments:   

 
Special Educators will co-teach with 

content-specific teachers to design 

instruction that targets student mastery 

of content standards, as measured by 

high-quality benchmark assessments. 

Teachers will teach, assess and measure 

curricular skills as articulated in the VoG 

and content-specific standards. 

 
Special Educators will teach, assess 
and measure the student’s progress 
toward: (1) engaging in identifying 
their own learning needs (2) self-
advocating (3) independently using 
proactive strategies and social skills 
(4) taking responsibility for their own 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Special education 
teachers, general 
education teachers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Special educators 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
All students will show growth on 
mastery of targeted content 
standards as measured by common 
benchmark assessments. 

 
 
 
 
All students will show growth 
toward independence and self-
reliance, as measured by data 
collection and analysis, IEP 
progress reports, and classroom 
performance.  
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actions. 
   

Special educators will regularly 
monitor the academic achievement of 
special education students.   They will 
also develop lessons that explicitly 
teach good work habits and learning-
to-learn skills. 
 

 
 
Special Education 
Teachers, 
Department Leader 

 
 
There will be an increase in the 
number of students recognized for 
their effort, work completion, and 
active participation in class. 
 
 
 
 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

2. Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation: 
 
Special educators will engage in 
collaborative instructional rounds to 
develop a deeper understanding of 
best practice as defined by the 
Framework for Teaching and 
Learning.  Special educators will 
design developmental lessons that 
support student’s mastery of IEP 
goals.  

 
Teachers and paraprofessionals will 
provide students with opportunities 
that lead to increased independence 
through self-reflection, self-regulation, 
inquiry and choice.  
 
Special educators will engage in 
professional learning that promotes 
student-directed learning and 
resourcefulness. 
 
Paraprofessionals will be paired with 
a special education mentor to assess 
and discuss student progress and to 
inform supportive practices. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
Administrators, 
department 
leaders, 
paraprofessionals, 
teachers, students 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
All special education students will 
show growth toward mastery of 
their transition goals and 
objectives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

3. Leveraging Technology as a Tool 
for Learning: 

 

Special education teachers, service 
providers, and paraprofessionals will 

 
 
 
Special education 

 
 
 
Surveyed students will cite the use 
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continue to use Chrome books, 
Google Drive, document cameras and 
other assistive technology devices, 
including voice-activated software, 
audio books, and use of electronic 
tablets, to assist with IEP goals. 
 
 

An online system will be developed 
and implemented for 
paraprofessionals to provide a means 
of electronic communication with 
teachers and students. 
 

department 
members: 
Teachers, tutors, 
speech therapist, 
OT, PT, social 
workers, school 
psychologist 
 
 
Department leader, 

IT, 
paraprofessionals 

of new technologies as positive 
tools for improving learning and 
receiving feedback. 
 
Classroom observations of special 
educators will show an increase in 
the use of technology as a tool for 
teaching and learning. 
 
Data collection showing the use of 
technological tools used to improve 
stakeholder communication 
system. 

 

4.  Promoting a Positive School 
Climate:  
 

Teachers will utilize the PBIS 
framework to build a positive school 
climate. Teachers and students will 
collaboratively develop classroom 
norms that promote self-direction, 
efficacy and positive behavior.  

 

 
 
Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

 
 

 

 
 
School-wide behavior data will 
show an improvement in student 
behavior. 
 

 

5.  Promoting Communication 
Among Stakeholders: 
 

Teachers will improve methods of 
communication with parents and 
classroom teachers to best support 
teaching and learning.  
 
 

Teachers will provide students with 
specific and timely feedback. Grades 
will be updated in PowerSchool every 
other week to best support student 
learning.  Teachers will document 
parent and student contact. 
 

 

 

 
 
Special educators 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Special educators 

 

 

 

There will be regular, documented 
communication between all 
stakeholder groups (parents, 
students, and staff) in order to 
promote student success through 
collaboration.   
 

2014 stakeholder feedback data 
will show an improvement in 
communication with parents. 
 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

6. Other departmental goal – 
optional:  Facilitating the planning 
of post-secondary education or 
employment goals   
 

Special Educators and service 
providers will assess and measure 

 

 
 
 
 
Special Services 
Department 
Members: 

 

 
 
 
 
All special education students will 
show growth towards mastery of 
their transition goals and 
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students’ transition goals quarterly. 
Students will self-reflect and set goals 
based on the progress they have made 
toward their transition planning. 
 

 
Transition goals and objectives 
specific to students, age 15 years or 
older, will be developed in the Annual 
Review PPT and written into the 
student’s IEP, and measured quarterly 
with an annual goal toward mastery. 

Teachers, social 
workers, school 
counselors and 
psychologist 
 
Special educators 

objectives. 
 
 
 
 
All students, 15 years or older, will 
move toward mastery of the skills 
needed to be college-and career 
ready. 
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World Languages 
Departmental Goals for 2014-15 

 
Goal:  To improve the linguistic and cultural skills of all FHS students and to support them in 
achieving the Vision of the Farmington Public Schools Graduate (VoG), particularly the skill of 
Communication, as well as FTL Principle #3: Meaningful Knowledge, through the implementation 
of World Language Standards  that support the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English 
Language Arts (ELA). 
 

Narrative:   The FHS World Language Standards are closely aligned with the both the VoG and the 
FTL, and they support the CCSS for ELA.  The FHS World Language Standards support student 
acquisition of the linguistic and cultural skills needed to support global citizenship.  The major 
focus of student work is on communicating in the target language in a collaborative setting that 
supports student acquisition of cross-disciplinary and departmental content standards.   
 

 

BoE Core Academic Performance Standard # 5 
 

All students will meet established world language performance standards by demonstrating the 
linguistic and cultural skills needed to communicate, collaborate and connect with people of 
different experiences and perspectives from around the world.  
 

 
 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 
1. Transitioning to Performance-

Based Graduation Standards 
with benchmark and high-
quality assessments:   

 
Teachers will teach, assess and 
measure the cross-curricular skills 
articulated in the Vision of the 
Graduate along with content 
standards for their specific discipline.  
World language teachers will 
administer high-quality, common 
benchmark assessments each quarter 
that assess academic content and the  
specific skill of communication 
articulated in the Vision of the 
Graduate.   

 
 
 

Student performance on the Vision of 
the Graduate skill of communication 

 
Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

 

 
 
 
Student performance on 
summative performance-based 
speaking and writing assessments 
that measure proficiency in the 
target language will improve. 
 

 
 
 
There will be an increase in the 
number of performance-based 
assessments used to measure 
student proficiency. Students will 
be engaged in various modes of 
communication in the target 
language as observed in formal and 
informal classroom observations. 
  
A rubric to measure spontaneous 
communication will be created 
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will be measured using a rubric based 
on the District-Wide Communication 
Rubric and results will be reported 
internally in PowerSchool.   

 

 
 

based on the district-wide 
presentational communication 
rubric to measure interpersonal 
communication. 
 
Each team of teachers will develop 
common practices to encourage 
students to seek support and re-
take performance assessments 
until they have met or exceeded 
standard. 
 
 

Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 
 

2. Accelerating Instructional 
Innovation: 

 
A.   Promoting meaningful knowledge 
through “Collaborative Instructional 
Rounds:” 
 
Teachers will engage in “Collaborative 
Instructional Rounds” to build a 
deeper understanding of teaching and 
learning that support the Framework 
Principles and the Five-Year Goals, 
particularly Meaningful Knowledge 
and Collaboration and 
Communication.   
 
B.  Advancing Instructional practice as 
defined by the Framework for Teaching 
and Learning through Instructional 
Coaching Visits and EEPD: 
 

 
Through the EEPD plan and the use of 
learning targets, teachers will focus on 
delivering meaningful knowledge that 
is clearly connected to the VOG and 
content-area standards.   
 

C.  Aligning instructional and 
assessment practices in support of 
mastery-based learning: 
 

Teachers will engage in professional 
learning on using learning targets, 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The World Language Vertical team 
will plan and implement 
Collaborative Instructional Rounds 
in which every World Language 
teacher and selected students will 
participate. Inquiry questions will 
ask how meaningful the learning is, 
and how students collaborate to 
engage in inter-personal target 
language communication at all 
levels of the program.  The 
evidence collected will show 
instructional improvement over 
time. 
 
 
Students will be engaged in 
spontaneous communication for an 
authentic purpose as observed in 
formal and informal classroom 
visits. 
 
 
 
 
Students will engage in tasks to 
complete at home that can be used 
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formative assessments and high-
quality feedback to support students’ 
mastery of standards. Teachers will 
then utilize learning targets connected 
to formative assessments to provide 
high-quality feedback to students in 
order to support their mastery of 
standards. 
 
 
 
 

D.  Promoting the academic success of 
all students: 
 

Teacher will set EEPD goals that will 
improve student mastery of targeted 
content standards.  Instruction will 
promote the use of targeted 
interventions, with a focus on the 
achievement of low performing 
subgroups. 
 
 
 
E.  Enhancing  Student-Directed 
Learning through the Framework for 
Teaching and Learning: 
 
Teachers will engage in professional 
learning that promotes student-
directed learning.  
 
During the Oct. 10 department in-
service, teachers will engage in 
professional learning about 
developing and using learning targets. 
 

as a formative assessment tool. 
 
 
After formative and graded interim 
assessments, students not meeting 
standard, will identify the specific 
learning targets that have not yet 
been mastered and develop a plan 
for achieving success.  
 
 
 
 
TARG-IT goals will focus on the 
interpersonal communication 
content standard. Data will show 
student growth. 
 
AIM goals will address one of the 
WL Content Standards.  End of year 
data will indicate growth for the 
lowest 20% of students. 
 
 
 
 
 
Classroom observations will show 
that teachers are effectively using 
learning targets to focus 
instruction. 
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Strategic Actions 
What will be done? 

Responsibilities 
Who will do it? 

Indicators of Success 
How do we know we are making progress? 

 

3.  Leveraging Technology as a Tool 
for Learning: 
 
 
 
 
 
The teachers, administrators and 
students will continue to use 
Chromebooks, Google Drive and 
Google Apps as tools for learning.   
 
All educators will transition their 
work to Google Drive.   
 
 
 
 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

 

 
Instructional strategies will include 
inquiry-based and technology 
driven lessons and student work 
will become more public, as 
measured by both informal and 
formal observations of teachers. 
 
Classroom observations will reveal 
students accessing specific apps to 
on the Chrome books that are 
designed to support second 
language acquisition. 
 
Teachers will move their saved 
work from the Collaborative File to 
Google Drive 

 

4. Promoting a Positive School 
Climate:  
 
FHS Administrators, teachers and 
students will improve existing 
methods of communication among 
stakeholders to best support teaching 
and learning.  Existing methods of 
communication will be assessed and 
additional methods will be explored.    
 
Administrators and teachers will 
ensure that parents and students are 
informed of student progress in each 
class at the mid-point of each quarter.   

Teachers will provide students with 
specific and timely feedback.  Grades 
will be updated in PowerSchool every 
other week to best support student 
learning.  Teachers will document 
parental and student contact as part of 
the new teacher evaluation plan.    

 

FHS will implement year 1 of the 
“Positive Behavioral Interventions and 

 

Teachers, 
Department 
Leader, Students 

 

 
 
 
 
Students and parents will be aware 
of achievement data/grades and 
use formative assessment 
information to access support 
when needed. 
 
 
 
 
 
Teacher records of communication 
with parents and students will align 
with evidence of improving 
achievement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
School-wide behavior data will 
show improvement, specifically in 
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Supports (PBIS)” framework in 
support of a positive school climate.  
Administrators and teachers will 
examine student behavior data related 
to the school-wide behavior 
expectations and, in collaboration 
with students, explore best practices 
that promote a positive school climate 
 
 

 

the number of students arriving 
late to class. 

 

5.  Promoting Communication 
Among Stakeholders:  
 
 

Teachers will improve communication 
with parents/guardians on their 
child’s academic and behavioral 
performance in order to foster a 
climate that promotes teaching and 
learning.   

 

 

Teachers, 
Department Leader 

 

 
 
 
 
Results from the spring 2014 
parent survey on parental 
satisfaction regarding 
communication and behavior will 
increase on the 2015 survey. 
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ACADEMIC INDICATORS 
 

MID-TERM & FINAL EXAM STANDARDS – ALL LEVELS/ALL GRADES 
Standard calculated as grade of 60% or better 

 

Subject Test 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

English Mid-Term 98 97 98 98 

 Final 97 97 96 97 

Math Mid-Term 84 85 83 85 

 Final 88 85 82 84 

Science Mid-Term 88 87 82 85 

 Final 87 84 82 87 

Social Studies Mid-Term 96 97 97 96 

 Final 96 96 96 96 

World Languages Mid-Term 96 97 96 94 

 Final 96 93 95 93 

 

CONNECTICUT ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE TEST (CAPT) – GRADE 10 

Percentage of Grade 10 Students At or Above State Goal 
 

Test 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Math 74.1 78.0 77.6 81.0 78.5 77.6 N/A 

Science 70.2 67.4 69.9 76.9 73.4 73.1 69.8 

Reading 

Across the Disciplines 
71.7 77.7 68.5 77.2 69.8 74.9 N/A 

Writing 

Across the Disciplines 
85.4 84.4 83.2 89.5 84.6 85.6 N/A 

 

Advanced Placement (AP) Tests – Grade 11 & 12 Students enrolled in AP Classes 
 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Percentage of Students 

Scoring 3 or better 
77 72 75 77 79 74 75 

 

Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT) Scores 
 

Test 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Critical Reading 549 550 539 548 539 552 548 

Math 561 566 558 551 559 571 571 

Writing 560 554 546 558 550 555 551 

        

Critical Reading 

Percentage Who 

Scored 600 or 

Above 

34 31 30 32 25 33 29 

Math 

Percentage Who 

Scored 600 or 

Above 

39 43 37 36 36 44 43 
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Farmington High School 
Positive School Climate Indicators 

 
Student & Parent Survey Data 

 

Student Responses*  

Key Indicators 2012-13 2013-14 
The adults at this school treat students with respect. 

 

85% 84% 

Mean behavior is not a problem at this school. 

 

60% N/A 

I feel safe when I am at school. 

 

89% 89% 

I look forward to coming to school. 

 

44% N/A 

Adults enforce the rules fairly. 

 

61% 58% 

I feel safe on the bus. 

 

93% 90% 

 

Parent Responses* 

Key Indicators 2012-13 2013-14 
This school is a good place to learn. 

 

95% N/A 

The school is a safe place for my child. 

 

95% 98% 

Mean behavior among students is not a problem at this school. 

 

59% N/A 

Teachers at this school care about and support my child. 

 

90% 92% 

The school promotes understanding among students from 

different backgrounds. 

 

93% 91% 

 

*Questions are updated on an annual basis and may vary from year to year. 

 
 
 
 
 

Student Discipline Data 
 

Discipline 
2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

# Out-of School Suspensions 42 86 119 54 17 47 28 

# of Students 28 76 53 44 17 38 24 
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Board of Education 5-Year Goal Indicators  
 
 

Critical Thinking and Reasoning 

 

Students access, interpret, analyze, and evaluate ideas and information, draw evidence-based conclusions, 

synthesize new learning with prior knowledge, and reflect critically on learning. 

 

Data indicates the percent of students At/Above Goal 

Grades 9 – 12 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Sci Gr. 9 Physics – Research Project (1) 66% 56% 67%  

ELA Gr. 10 Critical Analytical Essay (2) 72% 67% 74%  

Health Gr. 10 Research Project (1) 72% 69% 74%  

 

 

Communication and Collaboration 

 

Students participate effectively in a variety of teams, actively listen and respond to the ideas of others, 

share responsibility for outcomes, articulate ideas clearly when writing and speaking, and use technology 

tools to enhance communication. 

 

Data indicates the percent of students At/Above Goal 

Grades 9 – 12 2012 2013 2014 2015 

WL  Gr. 9 FLST Benchmark Assessment (2) 95% 97% 79%  

 

 

Problem Solving and Innovation 

 

Students identify problems, analyze data, ask questions, utilize a variety or resources, think flexibly, make 

connections and seek practical, innovative, and entrepreneurial solutions to complex problems. 

Data indicates percent of students At/Above Goal 

Grades 9 – 12 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Math  Gr. 10 Algebra Complex Problem Solving Task (1) 69% 68% 67%  

 

 

Self-direction and Resourcefulness 

 

Students explore interests, take initiative, set goals, demonstrate persistent effort, adapt to change with 

resiliency, and exhibit ethical leadership and responsible citizenship. 

Data indicates percent of students At/Above Goal 

Grades 9 - 12 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Health Gr. 11 Personal Improvement Project (1) 66% 73% 72%  

SS Gr. 11 U.S. History Research Project (1) 63% 82% 82%  

 

Key to performance indicators: 
(1)  Performance Task 
(2)  Report Card Standard 
(3)  Benchmark Performance 
 


